Discover a solution for your business

About C-Metric

We Believe

C-Metric has been helping companies improve operations
and long-term performance since 1995. Delivering
innovative business solutions that combine technology,
systems development, business process outsourcing (BPO)
and our extensive industry experience, C-Metric helps
clients solve their most complex business challenges, and
achieve their strategic goals for higher growth, efficiency
and profitability worldwide. As a true strategic partner, our
performance is reflected in our long and loyal client list, and
the trust our clients place in our partnerships.

C-Metric was founded on the idea that the coordinated
application of systems development, back-office services
and best practices can enable our clients to better compete
in their target markets, better serve their customers and
stakeholders, and grow more profitably in a rapidly
changing world. By providing both strategic and tactical
resources that enable our clients to manage growth,
C-Metric enables them to achieve it.

Solving today's most critical business problems takes three key strengths
People, Technology and Expertise.
C-Metric provides System Development
services that integrate disparate data
sources and reports, while laying a
future-proof foundation for growth.

Technology
Development
(IT)

Backoffice
Services
(BPO)

C-Metric provides Business Process
Outsourcing services that can dramatically
reduce operating costs, while improving
both quality and control.

Consulting

C-Metric provides solution expertise for a wide range of industry challenges, while
insuring that clients get the greatest ROI from their technology investments.

C-Metric has established a strong reputation with its clients by taking on numerous
outsourcing projects and delivering them with precision. The applications we build are
characterize by flexibility, scalability, quality and faster time-to-market.
We can setup a dedicated development team that work exclusively on your projects to stay
focused, or a shared development team that can be highly cost effective.
Our consulting model provides you with the talent and experience you need to gain that
competitive advantage.

Industry Applications
C-Metric provides solutions for a variety of industries, and in a variety of environments, that
enable clients to achieve their strategic goals. These industries include:
-

Mortgage Finance
Legal
Banking
Education
Warehouse & Distribution
Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG)
Financial Services
E-Commerce

-

Healthcare
Real Estate
Insurance
Telecom
Retail
Independent Software Vendors (ISV)
Media
Health Insurance

Business Function Applications
-

Mobile Computing
Case Management System
Title Insurance Underwriting System
Field Service Data Collection
Access Control System
Shopping Cart

-

Social Media Marketing
Hazard Analysis and Process Control
Healthcare Training and Compliance
Dynamic ERP Form Builder
Asset Management System
Web based applications

Technology Applications
-

Microsoft Technologies
Java Technologies
MS Dynamics
PHP / Open Source
Ruby on Rails (ROR)

-

SharePoint
Cisco, VMWare
SQL Server
WordPress
Cloud Computing

Business Process Services Applications
-

Document Preparation
Scanning and Indexing
Internet Research
Skip Trace
Legal Transcription
Invoicing

-

Data Entry
Loan File Audit
Title and Loan Underwriting Support
Digitization of Records
Medical Transcription
Mailroom Digitization

Why Go Global?
Businesses today are going global for many reasons. Skills you need may be hard to find in your area,
and that can push up cost. Higher costs may make it impossible to get things done within budget.
Volatility in business drives up the ‘fix-cost risk’, because maintaining capacity requires multi-year
lease commitments and capital.
This can stifle growth, force you to take irrational risks, or lose business to competitors who have
figured out how to solve these problems.
Having access to variable cost capacity and to be able to engage global resources and
talent can solve these challenges and enable you to compete successfully.

Why C-Metric?
C-Metric can provide you turnkey access to a global workforce that can save you as much as
40-70% compared to using in-house resources.
For over 20 years, C-Metric has consistently delivered these kinds of results for its clients by
improving client’s productivity, efficiency, and profitability. We help clients develop new
products, enter new markets and expand their market share. Ultimately, we help our clients be
more competitive and more profitable.

At C-Metric, we work with organizations of every size, taking care of everything from setting up a
team to developing detailed documentation and controls for project or process work.
Outsourcing is hard. And it’s even harder to do it right. All outsourcing companies are not equal.
Large outsourcers want large engagements, and they are either too expensive or too inflexible. A
small shop or a freelancer simply doesn’t have the infrastructure, organization, processes, or
experience. And, with the wrong team, you have more than money to lose; you can lose market
opportunity, reputation, and - worst of all - the confidence of your customers. With C-Metric’s
decades of experience and our proven track record you can eliminate your risk, reduce cost, and
achieve results.
C-Metric stands out as one of the few organizations with a systematic quality assurance program with
its ISO 9001 certification and Six Sigma aware processes.
C-Metric is also a distinguished ISO 27001 certified company with code and practices for information
security management. We not only maintain the level of data security required for this international
standard, we aim to exceed the standard.
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